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1“Beirut is Our Star”… Urgent Campaign to Recover Beirut

The massive blast, which sent shockwaves across the city of Beirut, has caused
enormous physical damage. 
Jafra Foundation’s volunteers have already been working tirelessly alongside the 
Lebanese youth to remove debris and reopen the roads in order that people could 
return to their affected neighborhood. Food rations distribution was managed run 
by Jafra team as well in the Palestinian camps in cooperation with the World
Central Kitchen. 

To keep helping the communities after Beirut explosion, follow the link :
https://t.co/l6Q06Rl0io
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The exceptional circumstances imposed by the COVID19 outbreak in Syrian have 
not prevented Jafra volunteers from initiate to make children happy and create 
positive atmosphere that they used to enjoy in Jafra centers. Various activities
including recreational physical games were run by our volunteers in addition to 
gifts distribution. 
Happiness in the eyes of the children was impressive. 

Jafra Volunteers Share Eid Cheer With Children 



3Jafra Programs in South Damascus Continue 

Jafra center in South Damascus continues receiving beneficiaries into its various 
programs with a full consideration to the protection procedures and social distance. 
Activities in August included the educational program for children and youth
psychosocial support and woman and youth empowerment workshops
and trainings.



4Educational Sessions In Preparation To Back To School

In preparation to returning back to schools, Jafra center in Jaramana camp held 
educational sessions for students in which they reviewed the main school subjects 
under specialist teachers’ supervision.



5Bab El-Shams Center Graduates Beneficiaries 

With an impressive attendance of the beneficiaries’ families and friends
accompanied with original music performance, a prom was held for the participants 
of the creative writing course “Let’s Write” and professional photography course in 
Bab El-Shams center in Greece.
During the party, Jafra Foundation honored the Palestinian writer and auditor Ali 
Mawasi and the Syrian artist Husein Al-Badran for the efforts they had offered to 
support the participants.



6NGO Management Bootcamp 

For those who are interested in the humanitarian work and willing to have the skills 
to join humanitarian actors and help your community in responding to
emergencies, Jafra Foundation offers the opportunity to join its 
“NGO Management Bootcamp”.
This 8 days intensive training will introduce the participants to the basics of NGO 
humanitarian work, principles, standards and best practices!
The training will be carried out by Jafra Foundation in collaboration with
international capacity building and training centers.

For further details follow the link:  
 https://www.facebook.com/Jafra.Foundation



Check our platforms

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jafra.Foundation 
https://www.instagram.com/jafra.foundation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jafra-foundation
https://twitter.com/jafra_sy

